Abstract Solar observations from millimeter to ultraviolet wavelengths show that there is a temperature minimum between photosphere and chromosphere. Analysis based on semi-empirical models locate this point at about 500 km over the photosphere. The consistency of these models has been tested by means of millimeter to infrared observations.
Introduction
Compared to the solar radius, the chromosphere is a thin region in the upper solar atmosphere where, as a function of formation height, spectral lines (e.g., Ca ii and Mg ii) change from absorption to emission (Athay and Thomas, 1961) . Additionally, it has been found that molecular CO bands (between 2.1 and 15.5 µm) and infrared, millimeter, and sub-millimeter continuum emission are produced in section 3 we show the convergence test made to our code and we explain the numerical computations of the physical parameters of the solar atmosphere; in section 4 we present the results and finally, in section 5, the conclusions and remarks are given.
The Models
As a representative case, we have choosen the C07 model because its temperature minimum (4400 K) is between the range of values reported by the VALC (4170 K), SRPM305 (3800 K), 1000A (3680 K), and 1008Q (4670 K) models.
We modified the temperature profiles adding to the C07 model a Gaussian function, with amplitudes of +270 K (this model is called C07+270K) and -720 K (C07-720K), a half width at half maximum of 522 km, and centered close the temperature minimum at a height of 560 km over the solar photosphere.
Note that the height selection corresponds to the region commonly associated with the layer where the mm to IR spectral properties are sculpted (see Figure  2 ).
Computations
We improved PakalMPI (De la Luz et al., 2010) in order to include the computations of density and pressure in a stratified atmosphere. We followed the mathematical theory by Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser, 1973 using our approximation for the hydrogen departure coefficient (the b 1 parameter) by De la Luz, Lara, and Raulin (2011) taking into account 20 ionic species at different ionization stages. The code uses the radial temperature profile as a reference and modifies the density profile to stabilize the pressure in order to ensure the hydrostatic equilibrium. As the variables are inter dependent, several iterations are needed until the equilibrium is reached, starting from a set of initial values close to the possible solution. We found that the initial C07 profiles of density and pressure profiles convergence to an atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium for both the C07+270K and C07-720K models.
To test the numerical stability of our code, we performed the following computations: we used a pre-equilibrated model as input model (temperature, density and pressure), then the result is compared (divided) by the input model. Since we are using an approximation for the b 1 parameter from VALC model, we tested our code with both C07 and VALC. In the case of VALC model the average relative error for the density is around 4%. However, the relative error of the C07 model is almost zero up to a height of 2150 km over the photosphere, then the relative error increases to 36% (Figure 3 ). The main differences in density above 2150 km are most probably due to our approximation of the b 1 parameter (see details in De la Luz, Lara, and Raulin, 2011) . For the case of VALC, the errors are low (as expected) because we are using the same b 1 values, but for the case of the C07 model the differences in the dynamic space (temperature and density) with respect to VALC produce an under abundance of gas. We, nevertheless, would like to remark that the analysis presented in this work is focused at altitudes lowers than 2150 km, therefore the results are not affected by this inconsistency at the highest layers.
We also used the code PakalMPI to solve the radiative transfer equation and compute the emission and absorption processes for each model between 2 GHz (λ = 15 cm) and 10 THz (λ = 3 µm). The height h = 0 km corresponds to the photosphere and increases outward. In all the computations, three opacity functions are included: Classical Bremsstrahlung (Kurucz, 1979) Zheleznyakov, 1996) , and Inverse Bremsstrahlung (Golovinskii and Zon, 1980) .
We also calculated the local emission efficiency E l defined as
where τ local is the local optical depth. The local emission efficiency ranges between 0 (optically thin) and 1 (optically thick). In the first case (E l ∼ 0), the atmosphere is not efficient in generating or absorbing radiation while in the second case (E l ≈ 1) the atmosphere may be approximated by a black body at the frequencies under study (for details, see De la Luz, Raulin, and Lara, 2013). Finally, we computed the brightness temperature T b in the same spectral range.
Results
We analyzed the most important physical quantities related with the emission/absorption processes: the hydrogen density and its ionization state the electronic density, the local opacity, the optical depth and the brightness temperature. The global behavior of the chromospheric models in terms of the altitude are ilustrated in Figures 4 to 6. Figure 4 shows the variation of the total gas density with altitude for the three models; C07, C07+270K, and C07-720K. We found that along the first 500 km the models are very similar. However, above this height, a dependence with temperature minimum region is observed, such that the density decreases for lower values of the temperature minimum region (C07-720K) or increase at higher temperatures (C07+270K) with respect to the C07 model. In Figure 5 we show individual neutral hydrogen (HI) and proton (HII) densities for the three models. Note that, at about 2200 km over the photosphere, hydrogen becomes fully ionized, as a consequence of the temperature increment towards the transition region. In the region between 100 and 1000 km over the photospere a decrement in the proton density is observed, the lower temperature model (C07 -720K) being the most affected. The electronic density is plotted in Figure 6 , that shows a characteristic region of high density, between 800 and 2200 km, and a decrement in the profile between 200 and 1000 km over the photosphere. In this region, free electrons in our approximation are produced by ionization of hydrogen as well as 19 other ionic species. Pakal calculates the electronic densities allowing LTE departure for hydrogen only. The rest of the species is considered in LTE.
Following the analysis presented in De la Luz, Raulin, and Lara (2013), we found that the CSMC is present in the C07, C07+270K, and C07-720K models as displayed in the upper, middle and bottom panels of figure 7, respectively. It is interesting to note that for lower values of the temperature minimum the CSMC appears at lower frequencies, and the second optically thick region (peak) of the CSMC is present in the three models.
In order to analyze the tomography properties of the radio-infrared interval, we computed the height where the atmosphere becomes optically thick (τ (ν) = 1), which provides an estimate of the altitude where the emission originates.
These results are illustrated in Figure 8 , where we show that the region between 500 and 1000 km over the photosphere (gray rectangle on the plot) remains hidden to observations at radio-infrared wavelengths. Figure 9 shows the synthetic spectra for the three models together with the observed data collected from Loukitcheva et al. (2004) . We show that the modifications in the region of the temperature minimum impact the radio, submillimetr, and infrared frequencies, while the millimeter region remains unchanged.
Conclusions
We know that Bremsstrahlung and the H − opacity dominate the absorption of the solar chromosphere at radio -infrared frequencies (De la Luz, Lara, and Raulin, 2011). At altitudes greater than 500 km, Bremsstrahlung is the major contributor of the total opacity. However, at about this altitude, the temperature drops under the ionization temperature threshold for hydrogen atom. This results in a low number of ions and electrons that finally produce a locally thin atmosphere (the CSMC). Outward, the temperature rises again and at 6000 K the atmosphere becomes again locally optically thick, creating a second region of emission (the peak of the CSMC) at altitudes between 800 and 1500 km over the photosphere.
The peak of the CSMC is responsible of the drop of the optical depth at about 500 km as depicted in Figure 8 . This decrease creates a hidden region for the observations at radio-infrared frequencies covering altitudes from 500 to 1000 km over the photosphere.
In spite of not being directly accessible to observations, the impact of the temperature minimum morphology can be ascertained at other adjacent spectral windows. We have seen that, while T b does not change even under significant modifications of the depth of the temperature minimum, the effects of these modifications are noteworthy at centimeter, sub-millimeter and infrared bands. The changes in T b can be ascribed to two main reasons: for the case of the infrared region, the radial temperature is the responsible of the change of their H − opacity while the gas density is the responsible of the change of the Bremsstrahlung opacity at centimeter and submillimeter frequencies. We found that in order to reduce the T b discrepancies between models and observations, that are evident in the frequency interval 400 GHz-3 THz (submillimeter region), the local Bremsstrahlung opacity in the peak of emission of the CSMC should be reduced, not the temperature minimum value. However, a decrease in temperature causes a decrease in density at higher altitudes and also results in the decrease of the brightness temperature at centimeter wavelengths. According to the behavior depicted in Figure 8 , the morphology of the temperature minimum cannot reduce the discrepancies between observations and theory. To this aim, a variety of solutions or combinations of them can be proposed, all of which require a decrease of the frequency of the CSCM peak: (i) increasing the radial temperature profile at these altitudes, (ii) including other processes such as the Farley-Buneman instability (Fontenla, Peterson, and Harder, 2008) that reduce the electronic density or the number of ions at these altitudes, (iii) changing the geometric symmetry as the plain parallel approximation might not be correct at the location of the peak of the CSMC, (iv) include magnetic structures as suggested by (Patsourakos, Gouttebroze, and Vourlidas, 2007; Vourlidas et al., 2010) . and C07-720K (dotted line). We found that between 500 and 1000 km over the photosphere the atmosphere remains hidden for the radio-infrared observations. . Solar synthetic spectrum for the original C07 model (continuos line), C07+270K (dashed line) and C07-720K (dotted line) and solar observations for three different stages of solar activiy. We found that modifications in the minimum temperature regions affect the radio and infrared regions of the spectrum.
